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This study examines the phenomenon of performance persistence of equity funds in 
Hungary in two time perspectives: 1-year and 6-month perspectives. The empirical results 
confirm the occurrence of performance dependence in consecutive periods. There is also 
a strong evidence of short-term persistence in the total horizon of the study (from the be-
ginning of 2000 to the end of 2009), and in several sub-periods. The 1-year persistence was 
also found in the tested sample and, in general, depended on the measure applied. Further-
more, I observed performance reversal, which can be partly explained by trend changes in 
the financial markets. The persistence of equity funds performance in Hungary is shaped by 
market factors rather than the diversity of managerial characteristics.

Introduction
Performance persistence refers to a tendency of an 
organisation to obtain similar results in consecutive 
periods. Finance literature specifies two types of this 
tendency: winning persistence which occurs when 
organisations repeat good results, while its opposite 
– losing persistence – means achieving bad results in 
subsequent periods. Performance reversal is a specific 
type of return dependence and it consists in being 
a winner after losing or a loser after winning in perfor-
mance distribution.

The empirical research on the issue of performance 
persistence of mutual funds is important to the man-
agers of collective investment companies as well as 
investors for several reasons. First of all, the investors 
may treat performance persistence as a key factor for 
investment decisions. Secondly, the research on per-
formance persistence helps to evaluate the efficiency of 
organisational solutions and human resources policy 

applied by the mutual funds. Thirdly, the analysis of 
mutual funds performance could reveal the causes 
leading to the occurrence of performance persistence, 
which in turn may be explained by market tendencies 
or valuable and diverse skills of fund managers.

The main aim of this paper is to examine if the phe-
nomenon of performance persistence of equity funds 
in Hungary exists. The study will also verify the hy-
pothesis about the occurrence of performance reversal 
in consecutive periods. Furthermore, the author will 
make an attempt to indirectly identify the causes of 
winning or losing persistence of mutual funds. Two 
explications will be taken into consideration: the first 
refers to the skills of the managers, while the second 
assumes the existence of common investment strate-
gies in funds sub-groups .

The present article consists of five sections. Section 
1 contains a brief overview of existing empirical stud-
ies on performance persistence. Section 2 discusses 
research methodology and data characteristics. Sec-
tion 3 presents the obtained empirical results. This is 
followed by the summary of major findings.
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1. Literature Review
The dynamic development of the mutual funds indus-
try and the prosperity of the global securities market 
observed at the beginning of the 21st century have led 
to an increased interest in these financial organisations 
as a subject of research. The early studies on the issues 
concerning the performance of mutual funds date even 
from the 1960s (cf. Treynor, 1965; Sharpe, 1966; Jensen, 
1968). The empirical studies, which are directly con-
nected with performance persistence and which are still 
referred to by researchers, date back to the late 1980s 
and early 1990s and concern mostly US markets. These 
include Grinblatt & Titman (1989; 1992), who tried to 
establish the relationship between performance persis-
tence and managerial skills or stock selection ability, 
and also Ippolito (1992), who showed the dependence 
of consumer reaction on the achieved results by mutual 
funds. Moreover, the researchers wanted to determine 
whether performance persistence of the mutual funds 
is a phenomenon due to a common winning strategy of 
mutual fund groups (cf. Goetzmann & Ibbotson, 1994). 
The empirical studies from the beginning of the 1990s 
were the first to suggest a strong performance persis-
tence of equity funds (cf. Hendricks et al., 1993; Brown 
& Goetzmann, 1995). The following studies confirmed 
the hypothesis about short-term performance depen-
dence in consecutive periods, this time for bond funds. 
However, the reasons for the occurrence of this phe-
nomenon were not specified (Blake et al., 1993). There 
are also studies, which do not confirm the existence of 
performance persistence (Dahlquist et al. 2000 for eq-
uity funds and Philpot et al. 1998 for bond funds).

In the studies, focusing directly on the performance 
dependence of mutual funds in consecutive periods, 
special attention is paid to the problem of survivorship 
bias, which could be responsible for the identification 
of stronger performance persistence than the actual 
persistence (cf. Elton et al., 1996; Malkiel, 1995). Other 
studies, in order to explain the frequent discrepancies 
in the findings concerning the discussed phenomenon, 
enriched the research procedures by introducing mul-
tifactor models (Fama & French, 1993; Carhart, 1997; 
Ferson & Schadt, 1996). 

The studies from the beginning of the first decade of 
the 21st century improved the research methods and 
broadened the scope of research on performance persis-
tence of mutual funds. Fletcher & Forbes (2002), Sandvall 

(2000) or even Collinet & Firer (2003) extended the geo-
graphical scope to the British, Scandinavian and South 
African markets respectively. The new wave of studies has 
analysed the performance persistence of non-conven-
tional types of mutual funds and other types of financial 
organisations. Capocci & Hubner (2004) examined the 
persistence of hedge funds, Tonks (2005) focused on pen-
sion funds, and Berger et al. (2000) analysed banking sec-
tor. According to Droms & Walker (2001) and Bollen & 
Busse (2005), market factors may explain the occurrence 
of performance persistence of collective investment com-
panies. Those factors had influence on subgroups which 
use similar investment strategies. From some time now, 
the persistence researchers have favoured an approach, 
in which the mutual funds performance is explained by 
managerial skills (Chevalier & Ellison, 1999; Cuthbertson 
et al., 2008; Du et al., 2009).

The contemporary finance literature on perfor-
mance persistence comprises hundreds of titles, the 
majority of which concerns developed markets. The 
studies devoted to the collective investment companies 
in Western Europe do not provide a clear answer as far 
as the occurrence of performance persistence is con-
cerned (cf. Casarin et al., 2002; Otten & Bams, 2002; 
Silva et al., 2005). As for this kind of studies, Cen-
tral and Eastern European finance literature is rather 
scarce and restricts its interest to banks (Jackowicz, 
2008; 2009) and mutual funds operating exclusively 
in Poland (Jackowicz & Filip, 2009). Similar scientific 
reports from the rest of the CEE countries, including 
Hungary, remain unknown. However, performance of 
mutual funds in Hungary was previously examined by 
Erdos & Ormos (2009) only through the application of 
the original return calculation method.

The discrepancies in the findings presented in the 
literature on performance persistence are often the ba-
sis for identifying attractive fields for further research. 
The analysis of performance persistence of mutual 
funds in the CEE countries seems to be an interesting 
topic, which takes into account the dynamic develop-
ment of the market in this region as well as the lack of 
empirical research in this area.

2. Methodology
Data characteristic. 
The database used in this study consists of daily net as-
set values of mutual funds operating in Hungary over 
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the 10-year period from January 2000 to December 
2009. The data were supplied by the Association of 
Investment Fund and Asset Management Companies 
in Hungary (BAMOSZ) and cover the entities classi-
fied according to investment policy as equity funds 
and equity-weighted funds. Since BAMOSZ does not 
publish the data concerning non-existent funds, the 
obtained sample is not free from survivorship bias. 
Consequently, the empirical results may be distorted. 
According to the literature on the subject, due to this 
kind of distortion, the stronger-than-actual perfor-
mance persistence is observed in the large samples (cf. 
Brown et al., 1992).

The daily net assets values of mutual funds were re-
calculated to the monthly data. The data prepared in 
this way were compared to the historical values of the 

Budapest Stock Index (BUX) in two out of three mea-
sures. The information on the index was taken from 
the Magyar Nemzeti Bank webpage. In order to exam-
ine performance persistence using the data mentioned 
above, I decided to analyse fund returns in 1-year or 
6-month periods, just as Collinet & Firer did (2003). 
Because of a relatively short total horizon of the study, 
longer comparative periods also mentioned in the liter-
ature, were ignored. The total number of mutual funds 
in this study may not coincide with their number at the 
end of each calendar year. That is to say, the number of 
funds included in the present study (see Table 1) can 
be less than the number of active funds given in peri-
odical reports of BAMOSZ or the European Fund and 
Asset Management Association (EFAMA).

Measurement of returns. 
In this study, I used several measures of returns based 
on the values of units share. The first one, the rate of re-
turn, shows the return divided by the value of the initial 
investment and it is calculated as follows (Mayo, 1997):
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where itY ,  is the rate of return of the fund i in the pe-
riod t, itortNAV ,1−  is the net asset values per unit share 
of the fund i at the end and beginning of the analysed 
period. The rates of return are calculated for 1-year 
and 6-month periods. We have to remember that this 
performance measure ignores the differences in the 
level of risk undertaken by funds.

These differences, which may be measured by 
a standard deviation, are taken into consideration by 
the Sharpe index, which is calculated according to the 
following formula (Sharpe, 1994):
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where itShI ,  is the Sharpe index on fund i in the period 
t, 

av
itY ,  is the mean monthly rate of return achieved over 

the period t by fund i, fr  is the mean risk-free return 
over the same period, )( ,itYS  is the standard deviation 
of the monthly rate of return on fund i in the period t. 
The Sharpe indices are calculated for the same periods 
as the rates of return. In case of this measure of return, 
the 6-month return measures calculated on the basis of 
six observations should be treated very carefully.

The regression intercept of the managed portfolio 
(3) can be viewed as a performance measure, which 
confronts the achieved rate of return with the expected 
returns and takes into account the adjusted market 
risk. Hence, I estimated the model for each mutual 
fund from the database as follows (cf. Jensen, 1968):

tftRft rYrY eba +−+=− )( , (3),
where: tY  is the rate of fund return in the period t, α 
(the so-called Jensen’s alpha) is the measure of out- or 
under-performance relating to the applied bench-
mark, tRY ,  is the return on the local equity market 
benchmark in the period t, the risk-free return fr  is 

Years 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Number of equity 
funds

22 25 28 31 32 34 36 39 49 65

Table 1. Number of equity funds in Hungary included in the study
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the weighted average yield on 90-day Treasury bills 
sold at auctions (Mayo, 1997). The local equity market 
benchmark used in this study was the Budapest Stock 
Exchange Index (BUX). The Jensen’s alphas were com-
puted only for the 1-year horizon.

Methodological approach. 
The present study adopts the following research meth-
ods discussed in the literature on performance persis-
tence: 1) the non-parametric tests; 2) the stochastic 
kernel estimation; 3) regression analysis for percentile 
rankings; and 4) the tests for means and medians and 
the investment simulation in the evaluation period for 
the mutual funds classified as winners and losers in the 
preceding period.

Non-parametric tests based on the contingency 
tables are the most popular methods of analysing per-
formance persistence. In order to use them, it is essen-
tial to classify the funds as winners or losers in a given 
time period. What is taken into consideration is the 
number of successful funds in two consecutive periods 
(WW), unsuccessful funds in both analysed periods 
(LL), were winners and then losers (WL) or losers and 
then winners (LW). The applied criterion of classifi-
cation was the median of analysed return measure in 
a given period.

The contingency tables make it possible to conduct 
two non-parametric tests of the null hypothesis, stating 
that the performance in the first period is unrelated to 
the performance in the next period. For example, this 
approach was adopted by Brown & Goetzmann (1995), 
Agarwal & Naik (2000) and Jackowicz (2008).

The first of the applied tests of performance persis-
tence is based on the Cross-Product Ratio (CPR) and 
calculated as follows (Brown & Goetzmann, 1995): 

LWWL
LLWWCPR

*
*

=  (4), 
As can be easily demonstrated, the null hypothesis 
about the lack of performance persistence corresponds 
to the CPR equal to one. A ratio greater than one sug-
gests the occurrence of performance persistence (pre-
dominance of the WW or LL groups) and a ratio of less 
than one indicates a tendency towards performance 
reversal (predominance of the WL or LW groups).

The standard error of the CPR natural logarithm, which 
is given as follows (cf. Goetzmann & Ibbotson, 1994):

LLLWWLWWCPR
1111

ln +++=s

 
(5), 

allows us to determine the value of the test Z-statistic 
(Hallahan, 1999):
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s

=  (6), 

where Z is asymptotically normally distributed.
The second test, which is used to measure the inde-

pendence of returns, is also based on the contingency 
tables. Moreover, it is a simplified version of chi-square 
test. In the present study, I used the chi-statistic and it 
is calculated as follows (Tonks, 2005): 

( ) ( )
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=
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(7),

where N is the number of funds operating in two 
consecutive periods. The chi-statistic follows the as-
ymptotic chi-square distribution with one degree of 
freedom. The null hypothesis can be rejected when 
the calculated value of chi is higher than the critical 
value for the one degree of freedom and the adequate 
significance level.

Among the methods that do not require discreti-
sation process, i.e. the process of transforming con-
tinuous variables into discrete variables, I chose the 
stochastic kernel estimation that is still rarely applied 
in the finance literature. The main reason for using 
non-discretisation-based methods was to protect the 
informational context of data value; otherwise, a part 
of the information included in the data set might have 
been lost. Moreover, the application of the stochastic 
kernel estimation for testing performance persistence 
expands the catalogue of research procedures. The ap-
plication of this method in economic sciences is dis-
cussed by Durlauf & Quah (1998).

The stochastic kernel can be defined as a graphi-
cal representation of the transition matrices with an 
infinite number of rows and columns, and thus, with 
an infinite number of states of the analysed stochastic 
process (cf. Epstein et al., 2000). To be more precise, 
we can say that the stochastic kernel is determined by 
the density function of the conditional probability dis-
tribution for the stochastic process in two consecutive 
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periods. The stochastic kernel function is estimated 
by the separate estimation of the density function for 
the probability distribution of the two-dimensional 
random variable ( )( ), ( 1)X t X t +  and the probability 
distribution of a random variable ( )X t . Consequently, 
the estimator of the density function ( ( 1) | ( ))f x t x t+  
may be presented as follows (Jackowicz and Kozłowski, 
2008):

ˆ ˆˆ( ( 1) | ( )) ( ( ), ( 1)) / ( ( ))f x t x t g x t x t h x t+ = + (8), 

where ĝ is the estimator of the density function of the 
variable ( )( ), ( 1)X t X t +  , and ĥ stands for the estima-
tor of density function of the variable ( )X t .

I decided to use the kernel estimator proposed by 
Hyndman et al. (1996) in order to avoid the possibility 
of reducing the degree of precision:

2
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(10),
where 2K is the function of the two-dimensional ker-
nel (density function of a two-dimensional transition 
probability), 1K is the function of a one-dimensional 
kernel (density function of one-dimensional transition 
probability), a and b are smoothing parameters.

In order to provide a full graphic representation 
of the values of the stochastic kernel, we would need 
a three-dimensional space. A two-dimensional repre-
sentation applied in this study seems much more per-
spicuous in terms of interpretation. The interpretation 
procedure for the stochastic kernel two-dimensional 
mapping needs to be explained. The x-axis and y-
axis present the values of mutual fund performance 
reported in the periods t and t+s. The main figure on 
the graphic representation is a ridge of the stochastic 
kernel. We should also notice its position in relation 
to the straight line inclined at an angle of 45 degrees 
to the x-axis. If the stochastic kernel is placed along 
this line, there is no change in group affiliation, which 
in turn means the occurrence of performance persis-
tence. The clockwise rotation of the stochastic kernel 
ridge proves the increase of the significance of winning 
and losing persistence. A strong anticlockwise rotation 

of the kernel in relation to the line inclined at an angle 
of 45 degrees to the x-axis implies a performance re-
versal tendency in consecutive periods (cf. Jackowicz 
& Kozłowski, 2008).

The number of observations has to be relatively high 
to keep a satisfactory degree of precision in the kernel 
estimation process (Kulczycki, 2008). Therefore, I will 
be able to provide the two-dimensional mapping of 
the stochastic kernels only for the observations of the 
whole period under study. 

Another research method adopted in this study re-
fers to parametric tests. The parametric statistics allow 
potential inferences about the parameters of the distri-
bution in a population. The parametric methods can 
often provide more accurate and precise estimates than 
non-parametric tests. From among the tests mentioned 
above, I chose the percentile ranks regression analysis 
(see e.g. Hallahan, 1999). Collinet & Firer (2003) sug-
gested the regression of percentile ranks as a means of 
testing performance persistence.

A percentile ranking shows a relative position of 
a fund in performance distribution in a given period. 
It is calculated from the following formula (Jackowicz 
& Filip, 2009):

, min,
,

max, min,

t i t
t i

t t

MP MP
PR

MP MP
−

=
− (11),

where ,t iPR  means the percentile ranking of the fund 
i in the period t, ,t iMP  means the value of the rela-
tive performance for fund i in the period t, max,tMP  
means the maximum value of the relative performance 
in the period t, min,tMP  is the minimum value of the 
relative performance in the period t. In order to check 
the performance dependence in consecutive periods, 
I need to estimate the regression model:

, 1,t i t i iPR c dPR e−= + + (12), 

where 1,t iPR −  means the percentile ranking of the 
fund i in the period t-1, and the parameter d is a re-
gression slope. 

In this case, the null hypothesis corresponds to the 
value d=0. The occurrence of performance persistence 
is suggested by the statistically significant positive co-
efficient d. When it is significantly negative, it suggests 
performance reversal (Collinet & Firer, 2003). 
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The last research method has the algorithm char-
acter. It will be applied in several stages. Firstly, I will 
categorise the funds as winners or losers depending 
on returns in the so-called classification period. The 
group of winners is composed of the funds, which out-
perform the median result of all funds. The group of 
losers, in turn, includes the funds which underperform 
the median result of all funds. The division into win-
ners and losers is similar to those used in contingency 
tables. Secondly, I will calculate the mean and median 
of the rate of return for both groups using the data for 
the so-called evaluation period. Next, I will investigate 
the significance of the difference in means and medi-
ans of rates of return among winners and losers in the 
evaluation period.

For the purpose of this study, it may be assumed 
that if the populations are distributed normally with 
unknown but unequal variations, and if the samples 
are small, the statistics applied to test the significance 
of the difference in mean values is calculated as follows 
(Kanji, 2006):

, ,
0,52 2

me W me L

W L

W L

Y Y
t

s s
n n

−
=
 

+ 
 

  

(13),

where: ,me WY  and ,me LY  are the mean values of the rate 
of return for the evaluation period in the winner and 
loser groups in the classification period respectively,   

Ws and Ls  are the standard deviations of the rates of 
return for winners and losers, Wn  and Ln  are the sizes 
of the mentioned subsamples. The distribution of sta-
tistics t depends on the size of subsamples. The null 
hypothesis about the equal mean of the rate of return 
in winner and loser funds can be rejected when the ab-
solute value of statistics t calculated from the sample is 
higher than the critical value for a given significance 
level with the number of degrees of freedom given by 
the following formula (Kanji, 2006): 
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where v is the unknown number of degrees of freedom. 
In other words, the rejection of the null hypothesis 

suggests that the difference between the mean values 
in the analysed groups is statistically significant in the 
evaluation period. A positive value of the variable ex-
pressed by the formula (13) supports the performance 
persistence hypothesis, while the negative implies the 
occurrence of performance reversal in results obtained 
by mutual funds.

In order to examine the significance of the differ-
ences between the medians in the winner and loser 
funds, I use the Tukey-Duckworth test (TD) (see Kan-
ji, 2006). Its application is possible when the highest 
value of the studied variable in one group (e.g. market 
with L) and the lowest value of the studied variable in 
another group (e.g. market with W) can be observed 
(cf. Westlake, 1971). In this case, the TD-statistics is 
a sum of the number of entities in L-group with vari-
able values higher than those in the W-group and the 
number of entities in the W-group with variable values 
lower than those in the L-group. When TD-statistics is 
higher than 5, 6 and 10, I can reject the null hypothesis 
about equal medians at the respective levels of signifi-
cance: 10%, 5% and 1%. 

In the last stage of the procedure, a simple investment 
simulation is carried out. Having invested the capital of 
1000 EUR proportionally into the unit shares of funds 
classified as winners and losers, I will compare the re-
turns of both groups in the evaluation period. In order 
to classify the financial results of investment into win-
ning or losing funds, the returns obtained by both the 
groups will be subtracted from each other. This method 
of examining the phenomenon of performance persis-
tence and performance reversal is an approach often 
applied in finance literature (e.g. Elton et al., 1996) and 
adjusted to the European reality. Due to the relatively 
small sample, the mutual funds in Hungary in particu-
lar years were divided only into two groups. As for the 
developed markets, mutual funds are usually classified 
into ten groups in the classification period.

3. Results
The results of the research on performance persistence 
of equity funds in Hungary are presented as follows: 
I will begin by the 1-year horizon and then move on 
to the 6-month horizon. The implemented sequence 
is reasonable as the possible ambiguities concerning 
the 1-year horizon can be explained by the results ob-
tained in the 6-month horizon.
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The 1-year persistence. 
The results of the research on persistence performance 
of mutual funds will be shown for the rates of return and 
the Sharpe index, while the results obtained through the 
Jensen’s alphas will be discussed separately.

The results of non-parametric tests presented in Table 
2 suggest that the yearly rates of return of equity funds 
in Hungary persist during the whole period under study. 
It was confirmed by the values of Z- and chi-statistics, 
which make it possible to reject the null hypothesis for 
the significance level of 5%. Strong performance persis-
tence of mutual funds was found in four out of nine sub-
periods. In the last two sub-periods, I observed a statis-
tically significant performance reversal.

After changing the measure of performance into the 
Sharpe index, the non-parametric tests based on con-
tingency tables provided the evidence of performance 
persistence existing only in one sub-period (which 
took place in 2007). In the last sub-period, I observed 
a performance reversal at the significance level of 10%. 
Having used the Sharpe index as a measure of per-
formance, I found out that the phenomenon of win-
ning and losing persistence is absent from the rest of 
sub-periods and from the total analysed horizon. The 
finding, which is contrary to the previous results, will 
be verified through the application of the remaining 
methods.

The results of the stochastic kernel estimation based 
on the rates of return from the years 2000 to 2009 are 
given in Fig. 2. They confirm the occurrence of per-
formance persistence of equity funds in Hungary. The 
ridge of the stochastic kernel is arranged along the 
straight line inclined at an angle of 45 degrees to the 
x-axis. I also observe a deformation of the lower part 
of the space mentioned above, which may suggest the 
performance reversal of a group of mutual funds in 
some periods, since the ridge of the kernel in that part 

of the figure is rotated anticlockwise in relation to the 
described line.

The mapping of the stochastic kernel for the Sharpe 
index confirms the conclusion about the dependence 
of fund performance in successive periods. As pre-
sented in the Fig. 1, the main ridge of the stochastic 
kernel is partly situated along the straight line inclined 
at an angle of 45 degrees to the x-axis and also rotated 
anticlockwise in relation to the mentioned line. Fur-
thermore, I can observe several parts of the ridge of the 

Measure Rate of Return Sharpe Index

Periods WW LL WL LW
Statistic

WW LL WL LW
Statistic

Z CHI Z CHI

2001/2000 6 5 5 6 0.0000 0.1818 5 4 6 7 -0.8513 0.9091

2002/2001 10 10 3 2 ***2.7677 ***9.0800 8 8 5 4 1.3902 2.0400

2003/2002 6 6 8 8 -0.7533 0.5714 7 7 7 7 0.0000 0.0000

2004/2003 7 7 9 8 -0.5328 0.3548 7 7 9 8 -0.5328 0.3548

2005/2004 14 15 2 1 ***3.6362 ***21.2500 8 7 8 9 -0.3540 0.2500

2006/2005 14 14 3 3 ***3.4242 ***14.2353 9 9 8 8 0.3428 0.1176

2007/2006 13 13 5 5 **2.5679 ***7.1111 13 13 5 5 ***2.5679 ***7.1111

2008/2007 6 5 13 13 **-2.3961 **6.1351 8 8 11 10 -0.8156 0.7297

2009/2008 6 9 18 15 **-2.5447 ***7.5000 8 10 16 14 *-1.7186 *3.3333

Total horizon: 
2009-2000

82 84 66 61 **2.2765 **5.3891 73 73 75 72 -0.0566 0.0648

Table 2. Results of non-parametric tests based on contingency tables in 1-year horizon

Note: *, **, *** indicate the grounds to reject the null hypothesis at the respective levels of significance: 10%, 5% and 1%.
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stochastic kernel for the applied performance measure. 
One may also observe a noticeable polarisation of the 

Sharpe indices, which is higher in consecutive periods 
than in the case of 1-year rates of return.

The results of parametric tests conducted after esti-
mating the regression of percentile ranks models are 
presented in Table 3 and show that the percentile ranks 
for the rates of return in the previous sub-period have 
significant and positive influence on the position of 
funds in four out of nine sub-periods and also in the 
total horizon. The null hypothesis about the value d=0 
in the mentioned periods may be rejected at the sig-
nificance level of 1%. It is also important to stress the 
occurrence of performance reversal in 2001 and 2009. 
The values of determination coefficients (R²) run from 
21% to 65% in the sub-periods, for which the param-
eter d was statistically significant.

The number of sub-periods, for which the position 
of funds calculated from the Sharpe index significantly 
influences the position of a fund in the next period, is 
considerably lower than as mentioned above. As can 
be concluded from Table 3, the estimated models of 
percentile ranks regression allow for the rejection of 
the null hypothesis in 2001, 2002 and 2007. This is pos-
sible at the respective levels of significance of 10%, 5% 
and 1%. It also has to be noticed that I observed per-
formance reversal in the first sub-period (2001/2000). 

The percentile ranks for the Sharpe index in the pre-
vious periods considerably influence the ranks in the 
following periods at the level of significance, which 
amounts to 10% in the total horizon. 

The results obtained through the application of the 
research method of distinguishing the classification 
and the evaluation periods for analysing 1-year returns 
of equity funds in Hungary were presented in Table 4. 
It contains the means of the rate of return in evaluation 
periods for the two groups of funds (winners and los-
ers), the results of the t-test for means, the results of the 
Tukey-Duckworth test for medians in the mentioned 
groups and information about the consequences of in-
vestment in the unit shares of funds, which were classi-
fied as winners and losers in the classification period.

The results of the tests for the difference in the mean 
and median values of rates of return in the mentioned 
groups once again show that the strongest support for 
the alternative hypothesis was found in the years 2002, 
2005-2007 and 2009. The rejection of the hypothesis 
about the equal value of means and medians was pos-
sible at the significance level of 5% and 1%. This con-
clusion may be further confirmed by examining the 

Figure 1. Stochastic kernel mapping for the mutual fund performance: 1-year rate of return and 1-year Sharpe index
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consequences of investment in these unit shares of 
funds, which were winners in the past. The results of 
investment simulation would amount from 100 EUR 
to 225 EUR in the mentioned years. In the last sub-
period, where I observed performance reversal using 

the t-test for means, an investment loss amounted to 
over 150 EUR.

The next stage of this study consists in examining 
performance persistence in the 1-year horizon by means 
of Jensen’s alphas. As it turned out, over 81% of the esti-

Measure Rate of Return Sharpe Index

Periods
Coefficients Coefficients

d t-value R² d t-value R²
2001/2000 -0.5310 **-2.3057 0.2100 -0.5154 *-1.7540 0.1333
2002/2001 0.7815 ***4.0966 0.4218 0.4968 **2.5522 0.2207
2003/2002 0.0067 0.0395 0.0001 0.0023 0.0148 0.0000
2004/2003 0.1218 0.6577 0.0147 0.0598 0.2631 0.0024
2005/2004 0.7534 ***7.4301 0.6479 -0.1127 -0.8477 0.0234
2006/2005 0.4632 ***4.5762 0.3956 0.0133 0.3169 0.0031
2007/2006 0.3817 ***3.1448 0.2253 0.9316 ***15.7996 0.8801
2008/2007 -0.2365 -1.0051 0.0281 -0.0612 -0.5006 0.0071
2009/2008 -0.3284 ***-4.0867 0.2664 -0.3480 -1.3947 0.0406
Total horizon: 
2009-2000

0.2193 ***3.9210 0.0502 0.0964 *1.6839 0.0096

Table 3. The models of percentile ranks regression calculated from the rate of return and the Sharpe index in 1-year horizon

Table 4. The results of mutual funds qualified to winner and loser groups in the evaluation period (1-year horizon)

Note: *, **, *** indicate the grounds to reject the null hypothesis at the respective significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1%.

Notes: *, **, *** indicate the grounds to reject the null hypothesis at the respective significance levels of 10%, 5% and 1%. bpz 
symbol informs that the assumptions of the Tukey-Duckworth test were not met.

Periods

Mean value of rate of return in evalua-
tion period

t-test for means
TD-test for me-

dians

The simulation 
result  (the final 

value of 1000 EUR 
capital invested 
proportionally  

into winners and 
losers)

Among winners in 
the classification 

period

Among losers in 
the classification 

period

2001/2000 -0.1353 -0.1164 -0.6747 4 -18.88

2002/2001 -0.0073 -0.2329 ***4.6873 **9 225.61

2003/2002 0.1494 0.1563 -0.2825 bpz -6.95

2004/2003 0.1734 0.1633 0.1407 **7 10.09

2005/2004 0.3394 0.2176 ***6.7817 ***20 121.85

2006/2005 0.1897 0.0902 ***4.5798 ***11 99.57

2007/2006 0.0637 0.0102 **2.5104 bpz 53.53

2008/2007 -0.4216 -0.3764 -1.6610 2 -45.22

2009/2008 0.2785 0.4310 ***-3.2865 bpz -152.47
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mated alphas were statistically insignificant. In this case, 
I did not take them into account as far as performance 
persistence or reversal are concerned. Accordingly, it 
will not be possible to discuss one of the possible causes 
of the occurrence of performance persistence, i.e. the 
skills of fund managers. In this and other regards, Jens-
en’s measures would have been useful.

This part of investigation into the performance of 
equity funds in Hungary produced strong evidence for 
the occurrence of performance persistence in the 1-year 
horizon (even though in certain cases, the evidence was 
sometimes unstable in relation to the applied measures). 
Such a conclusion could be interesting for investors with 
regard to their investment decisions. The good returns 
achieved by a given fund in a previous period indicate, 
in most cases, its relatively favourable performance in 
a following period in relation to other funds. However, 
all the tests confirmed the statistical significance of per-
formance reversal. The reversals took place especially 
in the last two sub-periods. The rates of return and the 
Sharpe indices used interchangeably only partly con-
firmed the results obtained mutually. The grounds to 
reject the hypothesis about the independence of fund 
performance in consecutive periods are weaker for the 
Sharpe index, especially in non-parametric tests. In gen-
eral, the strength of the evidence for the occurrence of 
performance persistence of equity funds in Hungary de-

pends on the measure of return used. One of the reasons 
of this situation may be the state of data, which is incom-
plete. As for this particular sample, we have to remem-
ber that it contains survivorship bias, i.e. non-surviving 
funds were excluded from the data set. However, it must 
be noticed that the number of mutual funds under in-
vestigation is still quite representative.

The performance persistence of equity funds in Hun-
gary could be partly correlated with the situation on the 
capital market. The values of BUX index presented in Fig. 
2 show the main trends in the Budapest Stock Exchange 
(BSE). A downward tendency occurred in the first two 
years of investigation, stagnation took place in the years 
2002-2004, and a well-defined upward trend was ob-
served from the year 2004 to the first half of 2007. This 
situation was reflected in the performance of mutual 
funds. The three market terms mentioned above roughly 
correspond with the periods, in which an insignificant 
performance reversal, performance independence in 
consecutive sub-periods and quite strong persistence 
were observed. The following periods (from the second 
half of 2007 to the end of 2008 and from 2009 to the end 
of the study horizon), could be described as the dynamic 
changes of trends in financial markets. They correspond-
ed with the reversal in funds performance. Finally, the re-
lationship between persistence and market factors will be 
discussed in the following section of this article.

Figure 2. The values of BUX index from January 2000 to December 2009  
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The 6-month persistence. The investigation into persis-
tence in the 6-month horizon will also start from the con-
tingency tables, based on which I obtained the values of 
Z- and chi-statistics for rates of return and Sharpe indices. 
As we can see in Table 5, the occurrence of performance 
persistence may be observed in the total horizon (from 
the first half of 2000 to the second half of 2009). In ten 
out of nineteen sub-periods, we can notice the grounds 
to reject the null hypothesis about the independence of 
equity fund performance in consecutive sub-periods, 
as measured by means of the rates of return. In eight of 
them, the rejection of the null hypothesis was possible at 
the significance level of 1%. Furthermore, the statistical 
significant performance reversal was detected four times. 
From the first half of 2004 to the first half of 2005, only 
one fund changed its fund group affinity. Hence, the Z-
statistic could not be calculated. Finally, the application of 
this measure of return has confirmed the premises about 
the occurrence of short-term performance persistence.

The results of non-parametric tests for the Sharpe 
index are equally strong. The interrelations existing 
between the performance of mutual funds are statisti-
cally significant in ten out of nineteen sub-periods. In 
the second half of 2002 and the second half of 2004, 
there is hardly any record of changes in funds’ group 
affinity. Nonetheless, three sub-periods demonstrated 
performance reversal at different levels of significance. 
It should be mentioned that the 6-month periods of 
the occurrence of performance reversal for the Sharpe 
indices are identical as for the rates of return. The ab-
solute values of Z- and chi-statistics calculated for the 
Sharpe index are lower than values of the test statistics 
for the rates of return in the remaining investigated 
sub-periods. However, they provide strong evidence, 
which allow for the rejection of the null hypothesis 
about the independence of equity fund performance 
in consecutive periods. In such a case, the high values 
of the test statistics are not surprising.

Measure Rate of Return Sharpe Index

Periods WW LL WL LW
Statistic

WW LL WL LW
Statistic

Z CHI Z CHI

2nd half of 2000 / 1st half of 2000 6 4 5 7 -0.4329 0.9091 6 4 5 7 -0.4329 0.9091

1st half of 2001 / 2nd half of 2000 7 6 6 6 0.1923 0.1200 5 4 8 8 -1.3902 2.0400

2nd half of 2001 / 1st half of 2001 4 4 9 8 *-1.7531 3.3200* 3 3 10 9 **-2.4577 ***6.8400

1st half of 2002 / 2nd half of 2001 13 13 1 1 ***3.4954 ***20.5714 13 13 1 1 ***3.4954 ***20.5714

2nd half of 2002 / 1st half of 2002 13 13 1 1 ***3.4954 ***20.5714 14 13 0 1 nc ***24.2857

1st half of 2003 / 2nd half of 2002 4 3 11 11 ***-2.6418 ***7.8276 3 2 12 12 ***-3.1781 ***12.5172

2nd half of 2003 / 1st half of 2003 6 6 10 9 -1.2418 1.6452 7 7 9 8 -0.5328 0.3548

1st half of 2004 / 2nd half of 2003 12 12 4 4 ***2.6910 ***8.0000 11 11 5 5 **2.0674 4.5000

2nd half of 2004 / 1st half of 2004 16 16 0 0 nc ***32.0000 16 16 0 0 nc ***32.0000

1st half of 2005 / 2nd half of 2004 16 16 1 0 nc ***29.1818 9 8 8 8 0.1689 0.0909

2nd half of 2005 / 1st half of 2005 8 8 9 9 -0.3428 0.1176 9 9 8 8 0.3428 0.1176

1st half of 2006 / 2nd half of 2005 11 10 6 7 1.3610 2.0000 14 13 3 4 ***3.1788 ***11.8824

2nd half of 2006 / 1st half of 2006 5 4 13 13 ***-2.7464 ***8.3143 7 5 11 12 *-1.8460 *3.7429

1st half of 2007 / 2nd half of 2006 17 17 2 2 ***4.0486 ***23.6842 16 16 3 3 ***3.7628 ***17.7895

2nd half of 2007 / 1st half of 2007 7 9 13 10 -1.1036 1.9231 12 14 8 5 **2.0719 **5.0000

1st half of 2008 / 2nd half of 2007 12 14 10 8 1.2040 1.8182 12 13 10 9 0.9026 0.9091

2nd half of 2008 / 1st half of 2008 12 10 12 14 -0.5787 0.6667 13 11 12 12 -0.0120 0.1667

1st half of 2009 / 2nd half of 2008 11 11 19 18 *-1.9294 **3.8475 15 15 15 14 0.1324 0.0508

2nd half of 2009 / 1st half of 2009 20 19 13 13 1.5999 2.6308 19 18 14 14 1.1111 1.2769

Total horizon: 2009-2000 200 195 145 141 ***4.1586 ***17.5668 204 195 142 140 ***4.4575 ***20.3509

Table 5. Results of non-parametric tests based on contingency tables in the 6-month horizon

Note: *, **, *** indicate the grounds to reject the null hypothesis at the respective levels of significance: 10%, 5% and 1%. 
The nc symbol was used because of the lack of changing groups, which did not allow the Z-statistic to be calculated. The 

number of mutual funds, which could be classified as the WL or LW categories, equals 0.
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The results of the stochastic kernel estimation may 
confirm the general results of non-parametric tests in 
the 6-month horizon. As shown in Fig. 3, where the 
rates of return were used as a performance measure, 
the stochastic kernel is situated along the straight line 
inclined at an angle of 45 degrees to the x-axis. I did not 
observe any considerable deviations in the central part 
of the kernel ridge from the mentioned line, which is 
another evidence of performance persistence of equity 
funds in Hungary. The graphic representations of the 
shape of the stochastic kernel for the rates of return in 
the 6-month (see Fig. 3) and 1-year horizon (see Fig. 1) 
are not too disparate. 

Moreover, the estimation of the stochastic kernel for 
the Sharpe indices provides an equally strong piece of 

evidence, which allows for the rejection of the null hy-
pothesis about the independence of fund performance 
in consecutive periods. The arrangement of the kernel 
ridge along the diagonal derived from the first quarter 
of Fig. 3 is only partly similar to the stochastic kernel 
for the Sharpe indices in the 1-year horizon (see Fig. 
1). The persistence seems stronger for the 6-month 
Sharpe indices. However, I observed a fragmentary 
performance convergence characterised by a lower de-
viation of the kernel. Unfortunately, it was impossible 
to generalise the received results probably because of 
the survivorship bias present in the sample. It may dis-
tort the result concerning the occurrence of the perfor-
mance dependence in consecutive periods.

Similar conclusions about performance persistence 
can be drawn from the regression of percentile ranks 
for the 6-month rates of return (see Table 6). In eleven 
out of nineteen analysed sub-periods, I found a strong 
evidence of performance dependence of mutual funds 
in consecutive periods. The four of them were charac-
terised by performance reversal at a different level of 
significance. The coefficients R² oscillated from 13% to 
87% in the seven remaining sub-periods with a posi-
tive and statistically significant value of the parameter 
d. Eventually, the null hypothesis about the indepen-

dence of percentile ranks in consecutive periods was 
rejected at the significance level of 1%.

As we can see in Table 6, the application of the Sharpe 
index as a measure of performance in the test of persis-
tence provided strong arguments for the rejection of the 
null hypothesis about the independence of percentile 
ranks in the 6-month sub-periods and in the total ho-
rizon. The six sub-periods were characterised by a posi-
tive parameter d at the significance level of 1%. The coef-
ficients R2 in these sub-periods oscillated from 19% to 
83%. A statistically significant performance reversal was 

Figure 3. Stochastic kernel mapping for mutual fund performance: 6-month rate of return and 6-month Sharpe index
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observed in four sub-periods and they mostly overlap 
with the sub-periods of reversal in the rates of return. It 
should be mentioned that it is the first time in this study 
when the results for Sharpe indices provide stronger evi-
dence to reject the null hypothesis than the results for 

rates of return. The results of the regression of percentile 
ranks for both the performance measures confirm the 
conclusions from non-parametric tests as conducted in 
the 6-month horizon.

Measure Rate of Return Sharpe Index

Periods
Coefficients Coefficients

d t-value R² d t-value R²

2nd half of 2000 / 1st half of 2000 -0.1182 -0.4646 0.0107 0.4467 **2.5514 0,2456

1st half of 2001 / 2nd half of 2000 0.0654 0.3135 0.0043 -0.0704 -0.3732 0,0060

2nd half of 2001 / 1st half of 2001 -0.0967 -0.5267 0.0119 -0.5376 ***-3.7022 0,3734

1st half of 2002 / 2nd half of 2001 1.0789 ***8.7870 0.7481 1.2482 ***5.6029 0,5470

2nd half of 2002 / 1st half of 2002 1.1184 ***12.7281 0.8617 0.5848 ***4.4782 0,6902

1st half of 2003 / 2nd half of 2002 -0.2653 **-2.1662 0.1481 -0.2974 **-2.1774 0,1494

2nd half of 2003 / 1st half of 2003 -0.2272 -1.4545 0.0680 -0.1632 -0.9855 0,0324

1st half of 2004 / 2nd half of 2003 0.7718 ***4.1225 0.3616 0.6157 **2.6708 0,1921

2nd half of 2004 / 1st half of 2004 0.9907 ***14.0216 0.8676 0.8742 ***11.9767 0,8270

1st half of 2005 / 2nd half of 2004 0.7874 ***9.0560 0.7257 -0.0109 -0.0956 0,0003

2nd half of 2005 / 1st half of 2005 -0.0589 -0.4585 0.0065 0.3128 1.2687 0,0479

1st half of 2006 / 2nd half of 2005 0.2559 1.4762 0.0638 0.0196 ***2.8932 0,2073

2nd half of 2006 / 1st half of 2006 -0.5426 ***-2.8515 0.1977 -0.4546 **-2.6458 0,1750

1st half of 2007 / 2nd half of 2006 0.6321 ***8.5995 0.6788 0.6458 ***7.7780 0,6335

2nd half of 2007 / 1st half of 2007 -0.1470 -1.1048 0.0328 0.3143 **2.2786 0,1260

1st half of 2008 / 2nd half of 2007 0.0518 0.3519 0.0030 0.2905 ***3.0760 0,1875

2nd half of 2008 / 1st half of 2008 -0.1822 *-1.8411 0.0700 -0.2181 -1.6698 0,0583

1st half of 2009 / 2nd half of 2008 -0.5447 ***-4.0801 0.2260 -0.4958 ***-4.8976 0,2962

2nd half of 2009 / 1st half of 2009 0.4283 ***3.0608 0.1295 0.2268 *1.6902 0,0434

Total horizon: 2009-2000 0.2390 ***6.5371 0.0595 0.2247 ***6.0510 0,0515

Table 6. The models of percentile ranks regression calculated from the rate of return and the Sharpe index in the 6-month horizon

Note: *, **, *** indicate the grounds to reject the null hypothesis at the respective significance levels of 
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The analysis of a concept of investing in unit shares 
of past winners is presented in Table 7. As the table 
shows, in five sub-periods, the difference resulting 
from investing in past winners and losers reached 10-
20% of invested capital. However, the final values of 
the 1000 EUR capital were negative in eight cases. In 
six sub-periods, the results of the t-test for the mean 

values of the rates of return were positive and statisti-
cally significant at the level of 1%. The test for the equal 
value of medians supplied the grounds to reject the 
null hypothesis six times. The strongest statistical and 
financial arguments in favour of trusting assets to past 
winners were observed in half of the horizon (second 
half of 2004, first half of 2005 and in the year 2002).

Periods

Mean value of rate of return 
in evaluation period

t-test for 
means

TD-test for 
medians

The simulation 
result  (the final 

value of 1000 EUR 
capital invested 

proportionally  into 
winners and losers)

Among 
winners in 

classification 
period

Among 
losers in 

classification 
period

2nd half of 2000 / 1st half of 2000 -0.0606 -0.0554 -0.2918 bpz -5.22

1st half of 2001 / 2nd half of 2000 -0.0990 -0.1013 0.1429 bpz 2.38

2nd half of 2001 / 1st half of 2001 -0.0432 -0.0153 -1.2938 bpz -27.95

1st half of 2002 / 2nd half of 2001 0.0219 -0.1526 ***10.0382 ***24 174.56

2nd half of 2002 / 1st half of 2002 0.0288 -0.1370 ***13.2617 ***26 165.86

1st half of 2003 / 2nd half of 2002 0.0380 0.0736 *-1.9986 bpz -35.51

2nd half of 2003 / 1st half of 2003 0.0774 0.1072 *-1.76996 *6 -29.82

1st half of 2004 / 2nd half of 2003 0.1171 0.0442 ***2.9001 bpz 72.94

2nd half of 2004 / 1st half of 2004 0.1882 -0.0167 ***12.8306 ***32 204.86

1st half of 2005 / 2nd half of 2004 0.2027 0.0930 ***9.0120 ***31 109.67

2nd half of 2005 / 1st half of 2005 0.1161 0.1135 0.2202 3.0 2.58

1st half of 2006 / 2nd half of 2005 0.0633 0.0564 0.5439 2.0 6.86

2nd half of 2006 / 1st half of 2006 0.0514 0.1112 **-2.2111 bpz -59.85

1st half of 2007 / 2nd half of 2006 0.1373 0.0395 ***7.6488 ***29 97.77

2nd half of 2007 / 1st half of 2007 -0.0579 -0.0352 -1.4339 bpz -22.74

1st half of 2008 / 2nd half of 2007 -0.1846 -0.2075 *1.6909 bpz 22.91

2nd half of 2008 / 1st half of 2008 -0.2895 -0.2384 *-1.7990 *5 -51.13

1st half of 2009 / 2nd half of 2008 0.0885 0.1510 **-2.2386 *5 -62.49

2nd half of 2009 / 1st half of 2009 0.2601 0.2016 **2.6103 ***12 58.44

Table 7. The results of mutual funds qualified to winner and loser groups in the evaluation period (6-month horizon)

Notes: *, **, *** indicate the grounds to reject the null hypothesis at the respective significance level of 10%, 5% and 1%. The 
bpz symbol informs that the assumptions of the Tukey-Duckworth test were not met.
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The analysis of performance persistence of equity funds 
in Hungary in the 6-month horizon provides stronger 
arguments for the rejection of the null hypothesis 
about performance independence in consecutive pe-
riods than the 1-year horizon’s investigation. This was 
confirmed by the rates of return as well as the Sharpe 
indices. The same conclusion may be drawn from the 
test results obtained within the entire horizon of the 
study. I observed statistically significant performance 
reversal in several sub-periods. Therefore, the inves-
tors may take into account the occurrence of possible 
performance persistence phenomena  while making 
their investment decisions. The returns of the mutual 
funds that persist their performance, in turn, could be 
more often perceived as steady and predictive.

The internal conformity of results obtained through 
the application of several methods enables us to dis-
tinguish the periods characterised by the lack of 
performance mobility of funds. It is also possible to 
partly connect this lack of mobility with the situation 
in Hungarian financial market (see Fig. 2). I observed 
a statistically significant performance persistence of 
collective investment companies while the BSE was ex-
periencing a moderate and stable upward trend. That 
situation took place from the second half of 2001 to the 
second half of 2002, between the first half of 2004 and 
the first half of 2005, and from the second half of 2006 
to the first half of 2007. However, when the change in 
trend took place, i.e. in the second half of 2002 and the 
second half of 2006, the mutual funds replaced their 
group affiliation from winners to losers, and from los-
ers to winners in consecutive periods. Unfortunately, 
it is impossible to explain the occurrence of perfor-
mance reversal in 2003 in a similar way. Furthermore, 
the consequences of financial crisis visible from the 
second half of 2007 were generally unfavourable as 
far as the phenomenon of performance persistence is 
concerned.

Conclusions
The main aim of this paper was to examine if the per-
formance of mutual funds in Hungary is characterised 
by persistence. The short-term performance persis-
tence was confirmed in all the tests and through the 
application of both the measures, i.e. the rate of return 
and the Sharpe index. Such a result can undoubtedly 
be important and useful to the investors while allo-

cating assets. Furthermore, the occurrence of perfor-
mance persistence enables market participants to draw 
additional conclusions related to the evaluation of or-
ganisational solutions applied by the mutual funds in 
Hungary.

The 1-year persistence was not such unequivocal as 
the 6-month persistence. Within the longer horizon, 
the results often depended on the applied measures of 
performance. Additionally, the author’s intension was 
to indirectly specify the causes of performance persis-
tence. Since the estimated Jensen’s alphas, that could 
explain performance persistence by managerial skills, 
were insignificant, I was able to examine only the de-
pendence of performance upon the market situation. 
This relationship was partly confirmed by the occur-
rence of the performance persistence periods with the 
periods of well-defined tendencies on the Budapest 
Stock Exchange and the periods of performance rever-
sal with the periods of significant changes in market 
trends illustrated by values of the BUX.

In general, the results of the research concerning 
mutual fund performance in Hungary fit the previous 
findings discussed in the finance literature. The ob-
tained evidence of the occurrence of performance per-
sistence correspond also well with the sparse findings 
made in other CEE countries. The results of the meth-
odologically similar Hungarian and Polish research 
(cf. Jackowicz & Filip, 2009) lead to convergent con-
clusions about the strength of performance persistence 
phenomena, especially in short periods. However, as 
far as the results of the Hungarian research are con-
cerned, they are not method-dependent.

The phenomenon of performance persistence in the 
CEE countries is rarely investigated. Hence, this paper 
is an attempt to fill the existing research gap. Further-
more, a number of research methods were used for 
the sake of the study. The estimation of the stochastic 
kernel as a research method gives us a new outlook on 
the examination of the performance persistence phe-
nomenon. Even though the supplied data contained 
survivorship bias, the presented results concerning 
performance persistence of equity funds may serve as 
a basis for further research provided that there will be 
an increase in the number of mutual funds in Hun-
gary and that the data will include the non-existent 
companies. Moreover, the research discussed in the 
present paper may lay the foundations for analysing 
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performance of other forms of collective investment 
companies in Hungary.
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